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Abstract: In recent years, studies have focused mainly on the selection of appropriate parameters for
ore crushing technology to achieve optimal distributions of particle sizes. The control of particle sizes
in mineral processing plays a significant role in improving mineral separation efficiency. The discrete
element method (DEM) is an effective numerical simulation method for studying the process of
mineral crushing, which can deal with the problem of deformation and movement of discontinuities,
that is, the problem of cracks caused by mineral crushing, which is difficult to be solved by traditional
continuum mechanics simulation methods. Additionally, the transformation of a mechanical model
from continuum to discontinuum mechanics can be realized simply and effectively, so the discrete
element method has obvious advantages in the simulation of mineral crushing. However, the
accuracy of the DEM simulation is highly dependent on the mathematical models used. In this
paper, methodologies for selecting particle sizes and inter-particle bond energy are proposed based
on the results of the drop weight test carried out in the laboratory. Particle sizes and inter-particle
bond energy are the key parameters for bonded particle model used in discrete element simulation.
The suitable parameters proposed by methodologies were applied to construct the bonded particle
model for the ore, and its particle size distribution was obtained by simulating the impact crushing
process using DEM. The particle size distributions obtained from both the DEM simulation and
the drop weight test were in good agreement. The average errors under the three impact energies
were 1.96%, 3.31%, and 1.66%, which indicated that the modeling technique proposed in this paper
can represent the crushing characteristics of ore materials and improve the accuracy of the DEM
simulation. It lays the foundation for guiding the reasonable selection of grinding process parameters
and mill equipment.

Keywords: particle breakage; drop weight test; particle size; discrete element method; simulation;
bonded particle model

1. Introduction

Mineral processing plays an important role in the mining, metallurgy, cement, and
chemical industries. The control of the particle size in mineral crushing is a key factor
that affects the mineral processing efficiency and product performance [1–5]. The particle
sizes in mineral processing depended on many factors, including grinding equipment and
the process parameters, such as lining structure, grinding medium shape, distribution of
grinding media, filling rate, and feed amount. In addition, characteristics of minerals are
also important factors directly affecting the crushing process.
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Due to the complexity and diversity of minerals, different tests should be carried
out in advance to test the characteristics of minerals and formulate appropriate grinding
processes [6–11]. However, due to the differences between any test environment and
the production environment, the test characteristics are different from the actual mineral
properties in the field. Therefore, a simulation method is often used to study the crushing
characteristics of materials. The discrete element method (DEM) is a method for the analysis
of granular dispersions [12–14]. It can effectively simulate the crushing process of materials
and has been widely used in the simulation of material characteristics [15–18]. Additionally,
it has been proved to be effective in such simulations [19–21].

The discrete element method (DEM) is an analytical method for granular discrete
bodies. The core idea is to separate discontinuities into sets of rigid elements. The time iter-
ation method is used to solve the motion of each rigid element, and then the whole motion
behavior of a discontinuous body is obtained. DEM can be used to simulate the mineral
crushing process effectively. The bonded particle model (BPM) and fragment replacement
method (FRM) are two well-known modeling methods for mineral crushing [22,23]. The
FRM uses a group of unbonded small particles to replace the broken large particles directly
while meeting the preset particle failure rule. The BPM binds certain number basic particles
with different sizes to form large breakable particles, which simulates the crushing process
through the fracturing of the bonds. DEM based on BPM with suitable parameters could be
used to simulate a crushing process while considering mineral particle size and strength.

Mathematical models, including the spring-tetrahedral element model, which is suitable
for multi-body particle crushing; models based on fractal dimension; and the condensed
particle rapid generation model, have been developed by different researchers [24–27]. The
crushing characteristics of ore, such as the interlayer crushing characteristics of marble,
rock compression crushing characteristics, and resilient properties of soil–rock mixture
materials have also been studied [28–30].

From the above studies, it can be seen that the particle crushing modeling is mainly
focused on the research on the crushing characteristics of materials with specific structures
and the evaluation of the crushing effect. Less consideration is given to the changeable
mechanical properties of the ore. There is no unified method to select the appropriate
model parameters for DEM simulations. There is a big gap between the particle crushing
models and the actual crushing process because there are few studies on the correlation
between single particle crushing models and the crushing of particles during the grinding
process.

In order to solve the problem of breakage simulation distortion caused by inaccurate
material modeling, the characteristic parameters of BPM were determined based on the
results of a drop weight test. The selection method of bond parameters and the particle size
composition of material modeling were analyzed and optimized. A crushing simulation of
the BPM was designed, and the particle size distribution of the crushing simulation was
compared with the results obtained from the drop weight test to verify the effectiveness of
the model. The first section is the introduction, the second is the introduction of the princi-
ples of the bonded particle model, the third shows the drop weight test, the fourth presents
the method to determine the parameters of the model and the crushing simulation, the fifth
presents the analysis of the simulation results, and the sixth presents the conclusions.

2. Bonded Particle Model

The BPM model was proposed by Cundall and Potyondy in 2004, and mineral crush-
ing was modeled and simulated by using particle flow code (PFC2D and PFC3D). They
compared their simulation results with the experimental results and found the BPM they
developed was effective for mineral crushing simulations. The application of BPM requires
parameters such as particle size, bond stiffness, and strength. By selecting the appropriate
parameters, the model can characterize the crushing characteristics of the actual ore [31].
PFC2D and PEC3D have been used by many researchers to study the influences of the
changes in model parameters on the accuracy of crushing simulations. Simulations of vari-
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ous minerals have been conducted, such as marble and sandstone. The results showed that
for estimating strength, elastic modulus, stiffness, and other parameters, the test calibration
method is effective [32]. To improve the accuracy of simulations in 3D modeling, Cundall
and Potyondy optimized the particle connection mode of the BPM, and the flat-joint model
was proposed [33,34]. The improved model has been recognized by researchers [6]. With
the development of discrete element technology, various new software (different from
PFC2D and PFC3D) has been developed. In this paper, DEM is used to study mineral
crushing process. The DEM can directly show the change in particle size after crushing,
and can more intuitively analyze the change of particle size distribution parameters after
crushing. In our DEM, the BPM model is the particle crushing model.

BPM is a direct modeling method to construct a rock mechanics model according to
the damage development and fracture process. It binds a certain number of basic particles
to form aggregates through bond formation. When the bond failure between basic particles
reaches a certain amount, the particle aggregates break down [35]. Small particles bonded
together are called basic particles, and they can have a variety of particle diameters. The
basic particles of various sizes constitute the basic particle group, and the adjacent particles
are connected by bonds to form the mineral model. Figure 1a shows the structure of the
BPM, where the ore model is represented by the dotted line. The ore model is composed
of basic particles connected by bonds, and the basic particles with different particle sizes,
di−1, di, di+1, and di−2, constitute the basic particle group. The basic particle group can
make the size of the broken cluster more diverse than a single basic particle diameter in the
BPM, thereby making the broken particle size distribution obtained by a simulation more
in line with reality. The values of bond parameters between particles with different particle
sizes in the basic particle group can differ. These can be characterized by the variability
of the internal mechanical properties of the ore. The crushing process of BPM is shown in
Figure 1b. The key parameters of BPM include basic particle diameter and interparticle
bonds. The particle size selection directly represents the smallest particle size obtained
after crushing. The bonds between particles have a decisive influence on the difficulty of
crushing and the particle size distribution after crushing.
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Figure 1. Structure and the crushing process of BPM. (a) Structure of the BPM; (b) Crushing process
of BPM.

The BPM mimics the mechanical behavior of a collection of grains joined by cement. It
is characterized by particle shape and size distribution, and some microscopic properties of
the bonds. The particle is spherical in shape, and it can have a single size, or it can fulfill
the criteria of uniform particle size distribution defined by Dmin and Dmax. Each part of the
cemented contact based on the cement is called a bond. A bond can be regarded as a beam
in the model, and the following five microscopic parameters describe its force-displacement
behavior: normal and shear stiffness (kn and ks), critical tensile stress and shear stress (σc
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and τc) per unit area, and bond radius r0. These parameters define parallel bonds and need
to be determined in simulations.

kn =
∆Fn

A∆Un
(1)

ks = − ∆Fs

A∆Us
(2)

In the formula, ∆Fn and ∆Fs are the increments in normal force and shear force per unit
time; ∆Un and ∆Us are normal displacement increment and shear displacement increment
in unit time; A is the cross-sectional area of the bond. When the maximum tensile strength
is greater than the critical normal stress (σmax ≥ σc) or the maximum shear strength is
greater than the critical shear stress (τmax ≥ τc), the bond breaks. The force–displacement
characteristics of the particle bonding system are shown in Figure 2.

σmax =
−Fn

A
+

2Ms

I
R ≥ σc (3)

τmax = −Fs

A
+

Mn

J
R ≥ τc (4)

where Fn and Fs are the normal force and shear force of the particles, respectively; Mn
and Ms are the normal moment and shear moment of the particles, respectively; A is the
cross-sectional area of the bond; A = πR2; I is the moment of inertia of the bond; and J is
the polar moment of inertia of the bond.
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Figure 2. Force–displacement behavior of particle bonding.

3. Mineral Crushing Methods

The research method is shown in Figure 3. In order to establish an accurate model in
line with the actual ore crushing characteristics, the selection method for model parameters
was optimized. The parameters of the particle bonding model were determined based on
the weight drop test results, and the accuracy of the model was judged by the test results.
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3.1. Drop Weight Test Method

The tests were conducted using a JKTech drop weight testing machine, as shown in
Figure 4. Its working principle is as follows: the drop hammer freely falls along with the
guide from a predetermined height to impact the ore. After the impact, the crushed ore
fragments are collected for particle size screening analysis. The protective cover is used to
prevent splinters from the impact, and the guide is used to prevent any secondary breakage
caused by a rebound after the impact of the falling hammer.
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Figure 4. Schematic of the drop weight test machine.

A single piece of gold ore with a size in the range of 45–37.5 mm across was selected
as the test object, and ten repetitive tests per impact energy value were carried out. Under
the same impact energy, the fragments of 10 ore samples were collected together and then
screened, graded, and weighed to obtain the mass percentage of each size. The specific test
parameters are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Drop weight test parameters.

Ore Size (mm) 45–37.5

Impact energy E (kWh/t) 0.1 0.25 1
Drop weight m (kg) 4.76 14.95 49.91
Drop height H (cm) 99.69 79.25 94.14

3.2. Mineral Crushing Size Distribution

Table 2 shows the mineral sieving particle size and sieve mass obtained from the drop
weight test with three levels of impact energy. The results showed that the impact energy
increased, whereas the maximum particle size decreased after crushing. The particle size
mass fraction first increased and then decreased with the increase in sieving size. The
particle size and mass distribution of crushed minerals under three impact energies are
shown in Figure 5. It can be seen in Figure 5 that the peaks of the first and second groups of
curves were between 19–26.5 mm, and that of the third group was at 6.7 mm. The particle
size at the peak of the curve decreases with the increase in impact energy. Excluding the
grinding mass fraction at the bottom of the sieve, the components with a mass fraction
greater than 10% on the sieve were above 4.75 mm, and the components below 4.75 mm
were relatively small. The total mass fractions of particles above 4.75 mm in size under
three impact energies were 94.38%, 87.23% and 56.00%, respectively; the size of most of the
particles after crushing was above 4.75 mm.
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Table 2. Drop weight test particle size distribution.

Group Number 1 2 3

Impact Energy E (kwh/t) 0.10 0.25 1

Sieving Size
(mm)

Mass
(g)

Percentage
(%)

Mass
(g)

Percentage
(%)

Mass
(g)

Percentage
(%)

37.50 355.30 18.87 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
26.50 742.20 39.41 325.30 17.33 0.00 0.00
19.00 359.70 19.10 553.00 29.46 26.90 1.43
13.20 150.60 8.00 391.00 20.83 121.30 6.44
9.50 78.60 4.17 191.50 10.20 300.60 15.97
6.70 55.50 2.95 104.90 5.59 378.30 20.10
4.75 35.60 1.89 71.80 3.82 227.10 12.06
3.35 22.10 1.17 48.10 2.56 162.50 8.63
2.36 10.10 0.54 17.90 0.95 97.50 5.18
1.70 20.60 1.09 46.70 2.49 113.70 6.04
1.18 12.00 0.64 27.20 1.45 90.70 4.82
0.85 6.90 0.37 16.50 0.88 58.30 3.10
0.60 6.30 0.33 15.70 0.84 57.10 3.03
0.43 5.20 0.28 12.10 0.64 43.70 2.32
0.30 4.40 0.23 10.30 0.55 38.10 2.02

Sieve Bottom 18.20 0.97 45.20 2.41 166.70 8.86
Total 1883.30 100.00 1877.20 100.00 1882.50 100.00
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Figure 5. Histogram of crushed particle size and mass distributions under different impact energies.
(a) E = 0.1 kwh/t; (b) E = 0.25 kwh/t; (c) E = 1 kwh/t.

4. Determination of Model Parameters
4.1. The Diameter of the Basic Particle
4.1.1. The Method Adopted for the Determination of the Basic Particle’s Diameter

In a crushing simulation, the particle size distribution of the crushed model is repre-
sented by the particle clusters obtained after crushing. The particle cluster is composed of
basic particles. The selection of basic particle diameter directly affects the sizes of particle
clusters, that is, the parameters of particle size distribution after crushing. In order to
improve the accuracy of the model and achieve consistency in the simulation, the size of
the particle cluster must be consistent with the particle size classification of the drop weight
test. In the drop weight test, the particle size classification after crushing is determined by
the sieving size. The ore is crushed by a falling weight; the crushed ore is then screened
and graded by sieves of different sizes. As a result, the masses of fragments of different
sizes are obtained, and finally, the parameters of particle size distribution are achieved.
Figure 6 depicts the schematic of the sieving particle size of the test. In the simulation, the
broken ore is considered as the particle cluster, and the size of the particle cluster should
match with the screening size as far as possible.
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Figure 6. Ore screening process in the drop weight test.

It is assumed that the maximum size of the particle cluster is the same as the sieving
size. Additionally, the size number is m, and the maximum size of the particle cluster is
Dm. The broken particle clusters are composed of several basic particles of different sizes.
The diameters of different basic particles are d1, d2, . . . , dn. The corresponding numbers of
particles are k1, k2, . . . , kn. This results in a linear relationship between the maximum size
of the particle cluster and the basic particle diameter (Figure 7).
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When the size number is m, the maximum diameter of the particle cluster Dm satisfies
the following relationship given by Equation (5):

Dm =
i=n

∑
i=1

kidi (5)

where Dm is the maximum diameter of clusters when the size classification number is m,
in mm, kn is the number of basic particles with diameter dn, and dn is the basic particle
diameter of size classification n, in mm.

If there are several groups of broken size classification, the basic particle group should
satisfy the maximum cluster size of all classifications at the same time; that is, each classi-
fication size should be composed of several basic particle sizes. The basic particle group
should satisfy the matrix equation (Equation (6)):

D1
D2
...

Dm

 =


k11 k12 · · · k1n
k21 k22 · · · k2n

...
... · · ·

...
km1 km2 · · · kmn




d1
d2
...

dn

 (6)

where kmn is the number of basic small particles whose particle size is dn when the particle
classification is m, and the other parameters are consistent with the Equation (1).

In Equation (2), the basic particle group is composed of n kinds of particles with
diameters of d1, d2, . . . . . . , dn. There are m kinds of classification sizes, which are D1, D2,
. . . . . . , Dm. The broken particle clusters are composed of basic particles, and the maximum
diameter of each particle cluster satisfies Equation (1). When there are many kinds of
particle clusters at the same time and their maximum diameter is exactly the same as each
classification size, the number of basic particles satisfies matrix k. If there is a matrix k of
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the number of basic particles, which can meet all the classification sizes at the same time, it
is considered that the selection of the basic particle diameter is reasonable.

When constructing the model, according to the actual particle size distributions of
different ores and selection of the appropriate basic particle diameters and quantities, the
particle size composition of each particle size classification can be expressed flexibly.

4.1.2. Determination of Basic Particle Diameters Based on the Drop Weight Test

According to the particle size distribution in the drop weight test (DWT), the basic
particle diameter in the bonding model was selected. By analyzing the data of DWT, a
particle smaller than 4.75 mm sees a small change and has a small mass fraction, which
slightly influenced the change in particle size after characterization. Considering the
modeling efficiency, the simulation characterization of particles larger than 4.75 mm after
crushing is mainly considered. Therefore, the particle diameter of the basic particle group
should be less than 4.75 mm.

There were six different particle sizes above 4.75 mm, namely, 6.7, 9.5, 13.2, 19, 26.5, and
37.5. To simplify the modeling process and improve the modeling efficiency, Equation (2)
is considered to be satisfied when the particle size error is less than 1 mm. The above six
particle sizes were screened, and the number of basic particles in DWT was substituted into
Equation (6), and the basic particle diameter selection equation as per the screening size in
DWT was obtained (Equation (7)).

6.7
9.5

13.2
19

26.5
37.5

 ≈



k11 k12 k13
k21 k22 k23
k31 k32 k33
k41 k42 k43
k51 k52 k53
k61 k62 k63


 d1

d2
d3

 (7)

This equation system has multiple sets of solutions, on taking d1 = 1, d2 = 2, d3 = 3.
The value of matrix k is: 

k11 k12 k13
k21 k22 k23
k31 k32 k33
k41 k42 k43
k51 k52 k53
k61 k62 k63

 =



1 1 1
2 2 1
2 1 3
3 2 4
2 3 6
1 3 10

 (8)

The matrix in Equation (6) is satisfied when the basic particle group has three sizes
equal to 1, 2, and 3 mm, and fulfills the condition of bonded particle and breaking model.
That is, for example, the 13.2 mm group could be composed of two 1 mm particles, one
2 mm particle, and three 3 mm particles. In Equation (7), the matrix k is the matrix of the
number of particles satisfying all the sieve sizes. The number of particles is not unique, and
the change in its value does not affect the selection of the basic particle diameter. As long
as there is a matrix of particle number k, all sieve sizes D1, D2, . . . . . . , Dm can be satisfied
at the same time.

4.2. Bond Parameters between Particles
4.2.1. Determination Method of Bond Parameters

The formation of inter-particle bonds in the BPM theory is shown in Figure 8. When
the distance between the particles is in the range of contact radius, the bond is formed
between the particles.
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According to the BPM theory, bond strength is comprehensively characterized by four
mineral parameters, including normal stiffness per unit area, shear stiffness per unit area,
critical normal stress, and critical shear stress [9]. Characteristic mineral parameters vary
greatly with ore types and other factors. There are differences between standard mineral
library parameters and actual mineral parameters. At present, there is no clear method or
theory to quantitatively and intuitively connect the microscopic parameters of the model
with the mechanical properties of macroscopic minerals. Therefore, numerical modeling
was used to simulate the impact crushing of the mineral model to determine the parameter
of the mineral that conforms to the actual mineral [36,37]. By comparing the simulation
results with the test results, if the results are consistent, it is considered that the simulation
parameters are consistent with reality.

In this paper, the drop weight test is taken as the standard, and hence, the drop weight
test process was also simulated. The maximum particle cluster size after crushing was used
as the evaluation standard. Additionally, it determined the upper limit of the particle size
distribution. If the maximum particle cluster size obtained by simulation is the same as
that obtained by DWT, it can be preliminarily judged that the setting of mineral parameters
in the model is reasonable and accords with the actual mineral characteristics.

4.2.2. Determination of Bond Parameters in the Model

In the standard mineral database, only some basic parameters of minerals are available;
thus, bond parameters between particles in BPM cannot be determined and must be
adjusted according to the drop weight test data. Natural ores are polymerized from a
variety of minerals, and the aggregation forces acting on the binding surfaces of different
mineral aggregates are different, resulting in the highly diverse mechanical structure of
ores. The strength of ore is determined by the internal cohesion of the ore. According to
the rock compressive strength and the actual test results, the bond parameters are selected
based on the following two conditions: the values of bond parameters between particles
of the same size increase as the particle size increases, and the values of bond parameters
between particles of different sizes decrease as the size difference increases.

Bond parameter K is a set of four parameters, K = (kn, kt, σ, τ), consisting of unit area
normal stiffness kn, unit area shear stiffness kt, critical normal stress σ, and critical shear
stress τ. The particles with different diameters (1 mm, 2 mm, 3 mm) are numbered P1,
P2, and P3. Each bond parameter is only related to one combination of particle sizes or
diameters, and six groups of bond parameters were considered in this case, named K11, K22,
K33, K12 (K21), K13 (K31), and K23 (K32), which represent the bond parameters of particle
combinations P1–P1, P2–P2, P3–P3, P1–P2, P1–P3, and P2–P3, respectively.

The stiffness parameters determine the degree of difficulty of bond fracturing, and the
stress parameters determine the ability of the model to resist elastic deformation [31]. In the
process of modeling and simulating several groups of bond parameters, it was observed that
changing the stiffness parameters alone has a great influence on the formation of particle
clusters. Therefore, the bond parameters are adjusted by using the stress parameters as
fixed values and adjusting the stiffness parameters. Their specific values are shown in
Table 3.
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Table 3. Parameters of the bonds between particles.

Adjacent Particle
Diameterd

(mm)

Normal Stiffness per Unit Area Kn
(N/m2)

Shear Stiffness per Unit Area Kt
(N/m2)

Critical
Normal
Stress σ

(Pa)

Critical
Shear

Stress τ
(Pa)

Bonded Disk
Radius

r0
(mm)Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

1 1 8 × 107 8 × 107 8 × 107 5 × 107 5 × 107 5 × 107 30,000 30,000 0.6
2 2 7 × 107 7 × 107 7 × 107 4 × 107 4 × 107 4 × 107 31,000 31,000 1.1
3 3 6 × 107 5 × 107 4 × 107 3 × 107 2 × 107 2 × 107 32,000 32,000 1.6
1 2 5.5 × 107 5.5 × 107 5.5 × 107 2.5 × 107 2.5 × 107 2.5 × 107 33,000 33,000 0.6
2 3 5 × 107 4.5 × 107 3.5 × 107 2 × 107 1.5 × 107 1.5 × 107 34,000 34,000 1.1
1 3 4.5 × 107 4 × 107 2 × 107 1.5 × 107 1 × 107 7 × 106 35,000 35,000 0.6

Using the bond parameters listed in Table 3, a discrete element bonded particle model
was constructed, and EDEM, a type of DEM software, was used to simulate the drop
weight test. The maximum particle size obtained by the simulation is shown in Figure 9.
It can be seen in the figure that as the normal stiffness and shear stiffness of the bond
parameters decreased, the maximum particle size after crushing also decreased accordingly.
The maximum particle size after crushing is shown in Table 4. The crushing particle size
obtained via simulation by using the second set of bond parameters was 30.78 mm and
was consistent with the maximum crushing particle size obtained in the drop weight test
(26.5–37.5 mm). According to the numerical test method discussed in Section 4.2.1 [36,37],
the bond parameters of the second group are similar to the characteristics of the actual
mineral.
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Table 4. Maximum particle size after crushing.

Bond Parameters Group Group 1 Group 2 Group 3

Maximum Size (mm) 40.15 30.78 44.75

5. Simulation and Analysis of the Impact Crushing Process
5.1. Modeling of the Crushing of Cohesive Multi-Particle Minerals

To improve the effectiveness of the simulations, the shape of minerals used in modeling
was kept as similar as possible to that of the actual minerals. It was assumed that the
influence of ore shape on ore crushing results can be ignored, the shape of the mineral
chosen for the study was a four-prism, with dimensions equal to 40 mm × 40 mm × 39 mm.
The whole mineral was filled with bonded particles [10,11].

Since the mineral is a four-prism and the bonded particles are spherical, porosity exists
when the particles are filled. The filling volume fraction α was taken into account while
calculating the number of the bonded particles. The filling volume fraction is the ratio of
the total volume of the bonded particles to the actual mineral volume. The bonded particles
with a single diameter, exhibited a filling volume fraction α0 = 0.56. The increase in porosity
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meant that the number of basic particles that made up the mineral decreased under the
same mineral volume. As a result, the number of bonds between particles was reduced, the
structure of the model was loosened, the strength was reduced, and the quality of the model
was poor. It was not easy for the model, having high porosity, to form particle clusters after
being broken; this affects the results of particle size distribution and is different from the
actual ore structure. The filling of basic particle groups with multiple particle sizes can
effectively reduce the porosity and improve the model quality.

We assumed that the volume of the bonded particles with a diameter equal to 1 mm
is V1, that for 2 mm diameter, it was V2, and that for 3 mm diameter, it was V3. When
all the bonded particles are 3 mm in diameter, the filling volume fraction α0 is equal to
0.56, and the calculated number of particles with 5 mm diameter particles was 2536. In
order to ensure a uniform distribution of all particle diameters in the model and to satisfy
the particle size relation (1), the number of bonded particles with 2 and 3 mm diameters
should not vary too much. The 1 mm diameter particles were small in volume, and the
number of them was appropriately increased to fill the pores between large particles to
ensure a compact internal structure for the model. According to the volume ratio between
the bonded particles, some 3 mm particles were replaced with 1 and 2 mm particles. After
making the adjustments and calculation, the final volume filling fraction was increased to
α1 = 0.574. The number of particles in the basic particle group is shown in Table 5.

Table 5. 40 mm × 40 mm × 39 mm particle composition.

Size d (mm) 1 2 3

Number n 2500 1500 2000

The BPM established by DEM is shown in Figure 10. In this bonding model, the
purple, brown, and gray balls represent 1, 2, and 3 mm particles, respectively. The red, blue,
and gray line segments are representative of the bonds between 1, 2, and 3 mm particles,
respectively. The dark red line segment displays the bonding between 1 and 2 mm particles,
whereas the dark green and green line segments represent the bonds between 1 mm and
3 mm particles and 2 mm and 3 mm particles, respectively.
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5.2. Discrete Element Simulation of the Mineral Crushing Process

The simulation parameters in the DEM were based on the results obtained from the
drop weight test parameters. The drop hammer was cylindrical in shape and made of lead.
The basic particles of the bonded particle model were 1, 2, and 3 mm in size. The bonds
could be set according to the second group of bond parameters. The simulated impact
energy was equal to 0.1 0. t, or 1 kwh/t, respectively, and is also consistent with the drop
weight test.

The simulation results of drop weight crushing are shown in Figure 11. The results
show that the bonding between the particles was not completely broken after crushing.
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After the crushing of large particles, parts of the basic particles were directly separated,
while the other parts were still in clusters of different sizes. At the same time, it can be
seen that the maximum particle size of the crushed mineral decreases as the impact energy
increases.
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5.3. Comparison of Simulation and Test Results

The particle size distribution obtained from the drop weight test was compared with
the results of the simulations by counting the mass fractions of the mineral particles
obtained via simulation, and the corresponding statistical results are listed in Table 6. The
particle mass fraction curve obtained from both the drop weight test and the simulation is
shown in Figure 12.

Table 6. 40 mm × 40 mm × 39 mm particle composition.

Sieving Size
(mm)

Mass Percentage m
(%)

E = 0.10 kwh/t E = 0.25 kwh/t E = 1 kwh/t

37.50 14.75 0.00 0.00
26.50 36.65 21.77 0.00
19.00 23.05 28.68 4.93
13.20 10.50 12.94 9.60
9.50 4.50 7.12 14.07
6.70 2.08 4.59 19.34
4.75 1.78 3.32 11.85

Less than 4.75 6.69 21.58 40.22
Total 100 100 100

The results showed that the maximum grain mass percentage was 36.65%, 28.68%,
or 19.34% under the three impact energies, and the grain size was 26.5, 19, or 6.7 mm,
respectively. The simulation and experimental results have the same peak in particle size
distribution. With the increase in impact energy, the peak value and particle size gradually
decreased, and the mass percentage of particle size below 4.75 mm gradually increased.
Besides, the differences between the three groups were 1.96%, 3.31%, and 1.66% respectively,
and the particle size distribution shows good consistency.
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45–37.5 mm in size, a high-precision model can be obtained that considers the particle 
sizes of three kinds of basic particles to be 1, 2, and 3 mm. 

(2) The parameter setting and bond verification method was created. The bond parame-
ters are set as per the actual ore strength parameters in the drop weight test. By com-
paring the broken particle size distribution obtained by simulation and drop weight 
test, the accuracy of the model was verified. The maximum mass distribution error 
of the model was no more than 3.31%. 

(3) Based on the proposed methodologies of the selection of particle size and bond pa-
rameters in mineral crushing processes in this paper, the discrete element method 
(DEM) can be used for mineral crushing simulation with accurate results. 
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Figure 12. Mass percentage comparison among different particle sizes. (a) E = 0.1 kwh/t; (b) E = 0.25 kwh/t;
(c) E = 1 kwh/t.

6. Conclusions

The following conclusions can be drawn from the present study:

(1) A method of determining the basic particle type and the sizes of particles based on
the sieve size distribution in the drop weight test was realized. When modeling ore
45–37.5 mm in size, a high-precision model can be obtained that considers the particle
sizes of three kinds of basic particles to be 1, 2, and 3 mm.

(2) The parameter setting and bond verification method was created. The bond param-
eters are set as per the actual ore strength parameters in the drop weight test. By
comparing the broken particle size distribution obtained by simulation and drop
weight test, the accuracy of the model was verified. The maximum mass distribution
error of the model was no more than 3.31%.

(3) Based on the proposed methodologies of the selection of particle size and bond
parameters in mineral crushing processes in this paper, the discrete element method
(DEM) can be used for mineral crushing simulation with accurate results.
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